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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a multi-strategic matching and merging approach to ﬁnd correspondences between ontologies
based on the syntactic or semantic characteristics and constraints of the Topic Maps. Our multi-strategic matching
approach consists of a linguistic module and a Topic Map constraints-based module. A linguistic module computes similarities between concepts using morphological analysis, string normalization and tokenization and language-dependent
heuristics. A Topic Map constraints-based module takes advantage of several Topic Maps-dependent techniques such
as a topic property-based matching, a hierarchy-based matching, and an association-based matching. This is a composite
matching procedure and need not generate a cross-pair of all topics from the ontologies because unmatched pairs of topics
can be removed by characteristics and constraints of the Topic Maps. Merging between Topic Maps follows the matching
operations. We set up the MERGE function to integrate two Topic Maps into a new Topic Map, which satisﬁes such
merge requirements as entity preservation, property preservation, relation preservation, and conﬂict resolution. For our
experiments, we used oriental philosophy ontologies, western philosophy ontologies, Yahoo western philosophy dictionary, and Wikipedia philosophy ontology as input ontologies. Our experiments show that the automatically generated
matching results conform to the outputs generated manually by domain experts and can be of great beneﬁt to the following
merging operations.
Ó 2006 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Keywords: Ontology matching; Ontology merging; Topic Maps matching; Topic Maps merging

1. Introduction
Finding semantic correspondences between ontologies is fundamental work for ontology-based applications such as Semantic Web, Knowledge Management System, and E-Commerce, because of the need for
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the matching, merging, aligning, and integrating between diﬀerent ontologies. In this paper, we propose a new
multi-strategic Topic Map matching and merging methodologies to establish interoperability between services
or applications based on Topic Maps. Topic Maps (Biezunski, Bryan, & Newcomb, 2002) as well as RDF
(Resource Description Framework) (Lassila & Swick, 1999), and OWL (Web Ontology Language) (McGuinness & Harmeba, 2003) are data models for representing and building machine-understandable ontologies on
the computer.
In recent years, many approaches for ontology matching have been proposed. All of these earlier
approaches for schema or ontology matching, however, focused on providing various techniques for eﬀective
matching and merging of schemas or ontologies (Rahm & Bernstein, 2001). They were far from eﬃciency considerations and thus are not suitable for practical applications based on ontologies of real world domains
(Ehrig & Staab, 2004). Also, earlier approaches convert ontologies or schemas of relational database, object
oriented database, and XML, into a graph model with only nodes and edges for supporting diﬀerent applications and multiple schema types (Bouquet, Seraﬁni, & Zanobini, 2003; Giunchglia & Shvaiko, 2003). This conversion results in low eﬃciency because the characteristics of ontologies that are useful for similarity
computation are overlooked. Another problem with the existing matching methods is that given two ontologies 01 and 02, for each entity in ontology 01, they are compared with all entities in ontology 02. This full
scanning on ontology 01 and 02 also ends up with low eﬃciency.
In this paper, we present an approach that considers features of both Topic Maps to reduce the matching
complexity and linguistic analysis to improve the matching performance. Our approach does not require
ontologies to be converted into a graph model and the entities to be fully scanned into two ontologies. Furthermore, our approach is a composite combination of four matching techniques from both a linguistic and a
Topic Maps module: name matching, internal structure matching, external structure matching, and association matching. This composite matching approach combines the results of four matching techniques that
are independently processed to measure the uniﬁed similarity of each pair.
To evaluate the quality of our approach, we apply it on three kinds of experimental data ontology group A,
B, and C. The ontology group A includes ontologies constructed from one knowledge domain, i.e. philosophy
by a group of domain experts, which explains why they have similar structure of knowledge organization. The
ontology group B includes ontologies constructed from similar knowledge domains but have diﬀerent structures of knowledge organization. The ontology group C includes ontologies constructed from diﬀerent knowledge domains, i.e. philosophy and literature. We built an ontology for philosophy learning domain, hence
given the name philosophy ontology (Kim, Choi, & Kim, 2004). We use the philosophy ontology, Wikipedia
philosophy ontology which is constructed from philosophy-related contents of Wikipedia, and German literature ontology which is constructed from contents on German literature in the Yahoo encyclopedia as experimental data.
We use three measurements such as precision, recall, and overall, which were derived from the Information
retrieval ﬁeld, to evaluate the quality of our approach. We then evaluated the approach by computing three
measurements based on a set of manually determined matches and a set of automatically generated matches
by matching operations. Based on the experimental results, we could conclude that automatically generated
matches by our matching operation can cover most of the manually determined matches.
2. Related work
Schema matching is a process of ﬁnding semantic correspondences between entities of two schemas. It is a
critical operation found in many schema and data integration applications, such as data warehouse, electronic
consumer, data integration, and so on. Earlier approaches for semi-automatic matching between two schemas
are COMA (Do & Rahm, 2002), Cupid (Madhavan, Bernstein, & Rahm, 2001), LSD (Doan, Domingos, &
Halevy, 2001), MOMIS (Beneventano, Bergamaschi, Guerra, & Vincini, 2001), SemInt (Li, Clifton, & Liu,
2000), and Similarity Flooding (Melnik, Garcia-Molina, & Rahm, 2002). These approaches propose techniques to solve the problems of matching between entities of a relational database, XML, ER model, and
graph.
A recent survey on schema matching showed a classiﬁcation of schema matching approaches in terms of the
scope of entities to compare and matching techniques. Schema matching approaches are classiﬁed into
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Table 1
Comparison of the matching and merging methods
Methods

L

P

D

R

C

PROMPT
Ctx-Match
IF-MAP
FCA-Merge
QOM
TMRM
SIM
TM-MAP

Graph
Graph
Graph
Graph
RDF
Topic Maps
Topic Maps
Topic Maps

T/ES
T/E
T/I
T/I
T/IS/ES/E
T
T/IS
T/IS/ES/E

HPKB
Toy
Toy
Toy
Real Onto.
–
Toy
Real Onto.

Merge
Mapping
Mapping
Mapping
Mapping
Merge
Mapping
Merge

N*M
N*M
N*M
N*M
n log n
N*M
N*M
n log n

instance-level approaches, schema-level approaches, element-level approaches, and structure-level approaches
in terms of the scope of entities to compare. They are also classiﬁed into syntactic approaches, structural
approaches, and semantic approaches in terms of matching techniques (Rahm & Bernstein, 2001).
Semlnt is an element-level and structural approach as it determines matches between attributes of tables on
relational database schema and processes matching operation on data types, length, and key information,
whereas Cupid is a hybrid matching technique which combines results of syntactic, structural, and semantic
techniques.
Ontology matching approaches are inﬂuenced by the schema matching approaches, and thus, have similarities with schema matching approaches in matching operations (Shvaiko & Euzenat, 2004). With respect to
matching and merging ontologies, there have been a few approaches, such as PROMPT (Noy & Musen,
2000), Anchor-PROMPT (Noy & Musen, 2001), information ﬂow (Kalfoglou & Schorlemmer, 2002),
FCA-Merge (Stumme & Madche, 2001), QOM (Ehrig & Staab, 2004), and so on.
Topic Maps Reference Model (Durusau, Newcomb, & Barta, 2006) deﬁnes a generic merging function
based on the equivalence rules to determine if two or more topic items can be merged. The equivalence rules
include topic items, topic name item, variant name, occurrence item, association items, and association role
item equivalence conditions. All of these conditions, however, evaluate only the equality of entities of Topic
Maps. They do not consider the similarity of entities and composite match results of each entitie types.
To overcome this weakness, Subject Identity Measure (SIM) (Maicher & Witschel, 2004) was used to measure the similarity between topics based on their name similarity and occurrence similarity. In the SIM, the
processes were only string comparison of the name of topics and resource data of occurrences. The hierarchical structure and association in Topic Maps are not considered.
Table 1 represents characteristics of the methods at a glance. Abbreviated column names mean that Language (L), Patterns (P), Experimental Data (D), Results (R), and Complexity (C). Patterns column indicates
matching approaches such as terminological (T), internal structure (IS), external structure (ES), extensional
(E), and instance (I). Our approach called TM-MAP is similar with QOM in terms of the use of features
of a data model for an ontology to reduce the complexity of matching operation. Our approach is diﬀerent
from the previous ones in that it treats the matching problem of distributed Topic Maps.
3. Matching problem and process deﬁnition
3.1. Overview of topic maps data model
Topic Map is a technology for encoding knowledge and connecting this encoded knowledge to relevant
information resources, It is used as a formal syntax for representing and implementing ontologies. Topic maps
are organized around topics, which represent subjects of discourse; associations, which represent relationships
between the subjects; and occurrences, which connect the subjects to pertinent information resources.
Deﬁnition 1. We deﬁne a Topic Map model as following seven tuples:
TM :¼ ðT C ; T O ; T A ; T R ; T I ; RH ; RA Þ
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TC denotes a set of topic types
TO denotes a set of occurrence types
TA denotes a set of association types
TR denotes a set of role types
TI denotes a set of instance topics
RH denotes a set of subsumption hierarchy relations
RA denotes a set of associative relations

These entities have diﬀerent meaning and usage, and so we measure the similarity between same entity types
only.

3.2. Topic Map matching
Matching function f takes two source Topic Maps and domain-speciﬁc terminology dictionary Dicti as
input and generates a set of match results M and increased dictionary Dicti+1. It is depicted in Fig. 1.
Deﬁnition 2. A matching function map is deﬁned as following expression:
mapðA; B; DÞ ¼ mapðAT C ; BT C ; DÞ[
mapðAT C ; BT I ; DÞ[
mapðAT I ; BT C ; DÞ[
mapðAT O ; BT C ; DÞ[
mapðAT A ; BT A ; DÞ[
mapðAT R ; BT R ; DÞ
A and B are source Topic Maps and D is term dictionary. A matching function map (A, B, D) is processed
by matching functions of different entity types.
3.3. Topic map matching process
The Topic Map matching process takes two Topic Maps as input and determines semantic correspondences
between entities of the input Topic Maps. Our Topic Map matching process is composed of seven steps as
depicted in Fig. 2.
Initialization. Step takes two serialized Topic Map documents, so-called XTM (XML Topic Maps) (Pepper
& Moore, 2001), as input and interprets them to build Topic Maps in memory. During interpretation, PSI
(Published Subject Indicator), which is used to share common description of topics between Topic Maps,
and TopicWord indexes are generated for each Topic Map. Figs. 3 and 4 show the structure of PSI and
TopicWord indexes respectively.
Entity pairs generation. Step creates the reduced number of entity pairs rather than whole entity pairs of two
Topic Maps.
Entity pair selection. Step selects a pair of entities to be measured from a set of pairs of entities. We, ﬁrst,
select isolated entities which does not have any links from or to other entities. Then we select leaves from the
hierarchy of entities. Using a bottom-up approach we select entities to be measured from leaves to root.
Selected pair of entities is given to the next step to generate the similarity value between two entities.
Similarity computation. Step applies composite combination of matching techniques to measure similarity
between entities based on the linguistic analysis. Our composite matching approach combines the results of

Fig. 1. Topic Maps matching function.
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Fig. 2. Topic Maps matching process.

PSI Index
(TopicMap, TopicID, PSI, TreeLevel, Type/Instance)
TopicMap - Topic Map's ID.
TopicID - Topic's ID which has one or more PSIs.
PSI - String value or URI address for a PSI.
TreeLevel - Level of hierarchy in which topic is located.
Type/Instance - Whether class topic or instance topic.

Fig. 3. Structure of the PSI index.

TopicWord Index
(TopicMap, Word, TopicID, TreeLevel, Type/Instance, Scope, Type)

TopicMap - Topic Map's ID
Word - A word is included in names or occurrences of the topic.
Name/Occ - Name if a word is included in topic names or Occ if a word is included in occurrences.
TopicID - Topic's ID.
TreeLevel - Level of hierarchy in which topic is located.
Type/Instance - Whether class topic or instance topic.
Scope - Scope of a topic name.
Type - TT for topic type, OT for occurrence type, AT for association type, or RT for role type.

Fig. 4. Structure of the TopicWord index.
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independently executed four matching operations: name matching operation, property matching operation,
hierarchy matching operation, and association matching operation.
Similarity aggregation. Step aggregates similarity values of four matching operations to generate a combined similarity value for each entity pair.
Match candidates selection. Step automatically chooses match candidates for an entity by selecting the entities of the other Topic Map with the best similarity value exceeding a certain threshold.
Post-processing. Step manually corrects the errors of automatically generated match results by domain
experts.
4. Multi-strategies for match operations
4.1. Indexes for match operations
During interpretation of source Topic Maps, PSI and TopicWord indexes are generated for each Topic
Map. The PSI index classiﬁes topics by their subjects called Subject Identiﬁer or Subject Locator in Topic
Maps. According to Topic Maps standards, two topics will only be merged if their subjects are completely
identical, regardless of their names or properties. This means that if two topics have exactly identical subjects,
we can include them into the match results without processing any matching operation.
The TopicWord index is an inverted index of words in base names, variant names, and internal occurrences
of topics and it is used to measure similarity between names or occurrences of topics. We extract words from
topic names and internal occurrences and remove special characters, numbers, and stop words. For each
word, we attach ID of topics which include the word in their names or occurrences. The TopicWord index
is used to compute the similarity.
4.2. Name-based strategy
Name-based strategy compares strings of base names and variant names of topics. In the ﬁeld terminology,
a single term can refer to more than one concept and multiple terms can be related to a single concept. Name
based strategy ﬁnds multiple terms referring to a same concept by applying two main categories of methods to
the comparing terms. The methods are domain dictionary-based methods, string-based methods (simple
token-based methods and token and substring-based method) and linguistic knowledge-based methods.
SIM name ðt1 ; t2 Þ ¼ ðSIM dict ðt1 :names; t2 :namesÞ þ SIM string ðt1 :names; t2 :nameÞÞ=2
Name-based similarity value, SIMname(t1, t2), between two topics t1 and t2 is a sum of a domain dictionarybased similarity value, SIMdict(t1.names, t2.names), and a string comparison-based similarity value,
SIMstring(t1.names, t2.name).
Our string comparison methods are token-based distance functions because most of all ontologies including
our experimental ontologies use noun words or phrases for concept naming, e.g. ‘‘Terms of Ancient Philosophy’’ is used for a concept name instead of ‘‘AncPhilosophy_Terms’’.
4.2.1. Domain dictionary-based string matching
We developed a domain-speciﬁc dictionary to represent syntactic, synonymous, and antonymous relationships between terms using one or more philosophy thesauri written in Korean and English, i.e. Library of Congress Subject Headings in Philosophy: A Thesaurus (Berman, 2001). Our dictionary is a table with 4-tuples like
(term, related term, similarity score, scope). A term and its related term have a domain-speciﬁc relation which is
represented by their similarity score and scope. A similarity score is a value of range from 0 (inequality) to 1
(equality). The similarity scores between term and its related term are dependent to the scopes of the terms.
For example, in the scope of terms of western modern philosophy, reason and wisdom have a similarity score
1 but in the scope of terms of oriental philosophy, a similarity score of the terms may be below 1.
Currently our dictionary has about 2100 terms of western and oriental philosophy which are deﬁned as topics in Philosophy Topic Maps and will be increased by domain experts to include the popular terms of philosophy. Our domain-speciﬁc dictionary is useful to compute similarity values between two terms which
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have diﬀerent strings but similar meaning because string matching can produce a very low similarity value
between them.
4.2.2. Simple token-based string matching
In token-based string matching methods, a string is a set of tokens (or words) rather than characters. These
methods compare sets of tokens instead of strings. We use the Jaccard similarity method to compute similarity
value between two strings.
SIM string ða; bÞ ¼ ja \ bj=ja [ bj
a and b are sets of tokens of two strings to be compared and SIMstring(a, b) computes the ratio of common
tokens to all tokens.
4.2.3. Token and substring-based string matching
A space between words is an obstacle to simple token matching. If two strings s and t have identical words
except for spaces of string s, then these two strings have possibility to be matched.
SIM string ðs; tÞ ¼ 0;

for s ¼ w1 þ00 þ w2 ;

t ¼ w1 þ w2

To solve this mismatching problem we adopt a substring-based match operation between tokens. We use
the following expression to measure the similarity between tokens:
SIM token ðx; yÞ ¼ 2jcj=jxj þ jyj
Both x and y are tokens and c is the largest common substring of them. The similarity value between two
strings based on the token and substring-based method is computed by following expression. In this expression xi is the ith token of string a and yj is the jth token of string b.
X
TS  SIM string ða; bÞ ¼
SIM token ðxi ; y j Þ=ja [ bj
4.2.4. Linguistic knowledge-based string matching
Given two strings ‘Western Philosopher’ and ‘Western Philosopher’, a SIMstring and TS  SIMstring value of
them is 0 and 0.54 respectively. However, we expect the similarity value of them is 1 because they are exactly
matched. To improve the quality of string matching we use morphological and syntactic analysis to perform
term normalization. From the above example ‘Western Philosopher’ is splitted into two tokens, ‘Western’ and
‘Philosopher’ from a morphological analyzer. In many cases, a concept name can be a phrase or even a sentence in ontologies, to represent more speciﬁc semantics. For example, in the philosophy ontology, many concepts have noun phrases, such as ‘Signiﬁcance of free will’, ‘raw and inevitability’, ‘new requirement of question
about being’, and so on.
In our morphological analysis for Korean and English, these phrases or sentences are divided into a several
stems and inﬂectional endings, which attached to stems and represent various inﬂections or derivations in
Korean. We process string matching between words and analyze their orders in the concept names. A word
has diﬀerent meaning in a phrase or a sentence according to word order or inﬂectional endings. Thus, in order
to improve the quality of string match results between words, we use word order and ending information,
which classify corresponding ending groups according to their meaning and usage.
4.3. Property-based strategy
If two topics have m occurrences and n occurrences each other, property-based strategy computes similarity
values of m by n pairs of occurrences to measure the similarity between topics. An occurrence is denned by an
occurrence type and an occurrence value which is a textual description or URI address. For example, a topic,
Immanuel Kant, has a occurrence which type is ‘ﬁgure’ and value is ‘http://www.encyphilosophy.net/kant/ﬁgure.jpg’. Thus, the similarity values of occurrence types and occurrence values need to be combined to determine the occurrence-based similarity value of the paired topics.
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SIM occ ðt1 ; t2 Þ ¼

937

X
ðSIM occtype Þðt1 :occurencei ; t2 :occurencej Þ  SIM occvalue ðt1 :occurencei ;
t2 :occurencej Þ=jmj  jnj;

for 1 6 i 6 m

and

16j6n

For the property-based similarity between two topics t1 and t2, two similarity values, SIMocctypr(t1.occurrencei, t2.occurrencej) and SIMoccvalue(t1.occurrencei, t2.occurrencej) of occurrence types and occurrence values
are computed for each occurrence. According to Topic Maps Data Model (Garshol & Moore, 2005), an occurrence type is deﬁned as a topic. For example, ‘ﬁgure’, ‘description’, and ‘biography’ are deﬁned as topics and
used as occurrence types of philosopher topics. Thus, if an occurrence type of occurrencei of t1 is another topic
tp and an occurrence type of occurrencej of topic t2 is another topic tq, the similarity value of two occurrence
types is determined by the following expression in which SIM(tp, tq) means the combined similarity between tp
and tq.
SIM occtype ðt1 :occurrencei t2 :occurrencej Þ ¼ SIMðtp ; tg Þ
The similarity value between occurrence values is computed by string comparing methods because occurrence values are textual descriptions or URI addresses. If occurrence values are textual descriptions, the similarity values range from 0 to 1. If occurrence values are URI addresses, the similarity values are 0 or 1.
4.4. Hierarchy-based strategy
Hierarchy matching measures the similarity between two class topics based on the combined similarity
between their child topics as well as their parent topics. For instance, we know that philosopher of topic
map B is closer to modern philosopher rather than philosopher of topic map A from an example of hierarchy
depicted in Fig. 5. Name matching operation determines higher similarity value between philosopher topics
than the one between philosopher and modern philosopher. Whereas, hierarchy matching operation determines
that philosopher of topic map B matches well with modern philosopher of topic map A because both topics have
similar child topics.
The following expression computes the similarity value between two topics based on the similarity of their
hierarchical structure. In this expression, t1 and t2 are topics that have m and n parent topics and x and y child
topics respectively. And t1.parenti is ith parent topic of t1 and t2.parentj is jth parent topic of t2. We average
SIMname and SIMocc of t1.parenti and t2.parentj to determine a combined similarity value between parent topics of t1 and t2. Likewise, t1.childk is kth child topic of t1 and t2.child1 is lth child topic of t2. We average
SIMname, SIMocc, and of t1.childk and t2.childi to produce the combined similarity value SIM between them.
In the expression, w is a weight ranging from 0 to 1. We set a diﬀerent value to w in order to emphasize the
similarity of parent topics or child topics.
X

SIM H ðt1 ; t2 Þ ¼ ð1  wÞ
ðSIM nameþocc ðT 1 :parenti ; t2 :parentj ÞÞ=jmj  jnj
X

þw
ðSIMðt1 :child k t2 :child j Þ=jxj  jyjÞ

Fig. 5. An example of Topic Maps need hierarchy based strategy.
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4.5. Association-based strategy
Association matching operation determines the similarity between association types. For example, Topic
Map A has an ‘‘author of’’ association between Kant with author role and Critique of Practical Reason with
book role. Topic Map B has a ‘‘written by’’ association between Critique of Practical Reason with philosophical
text role and Immanuel Kant with writer role. Association matching operation measures the similarity between
the ‘‘author of’’ of Topic Map A and the ‘‘written by’’ of Topic Map B.
An association type is composed of a set of members, which have their roles in the relation. Thus, the similarity between association types is determined by similarities between members of them. Following expression
measures the similarity between association types. Given two association types, t1 and t2, for a set of pairs of
members, the similarity value between paired members is computed.
X
SIMðmi ; mj Þ  SIMðri ; rj Þ=jmj  jnj; for 1 6 i 6 M; 1 6 j 6 N
SIM assoc ðt1 ; t2 Þ ¼
M and N is the number of members of two association types each other. mi is the ith member of t1 and mj is
the jth member of t2.ri is role of mi and rj is role of mj.
4.6. Match candidates selection
Similarity values computed by four matching operations are collected to generate a combined similarity
value for each pair of topics. There are several approaches to generating a combined value, such as Max,
Weighted, Average, and Min (Do & Rahm, 2002). The Max approach determines a combined value to the
maximal value of similarity values. The Weighted approach computes a weighted sum of similarity values
of four matching operations for a combined value. Weight, as used herein, means the importance of the
matching operations. The Average approach computes an average similarity of all matching operations. Average means that weights of four matching operations are equal. The Min approach chooses the lowest similarity value of any matching operation. In this paper, we use the average approach to aggregate similarity values
because it is diﬃcult to determine adequate weights for combining independent single operations. For example, the combined similarity value of a pair, (a1, b1), is computed by the following expression.
SIMða1 ; b1 Þ ¼ ðSIM name þ SIM occ þ SIM H þ SIM assoc Þ=4
To determine the match candidate from input Topic Map T2 for a topic t1 of the other Topic Map T1 we
rank all pairs including t1 in descending order of their similarity values and choose the match candidates. The
methods for selecting the match candidates from ranked pairs are MaxN, MaxDelta, and Threshold (Do &
Rahm, 2002). The MaxN method selects N pairs from top rank of ordered list of pairs. The MaxDelta method
selects all pairs located in a range from the highest similarity value to a particular oﬀset value d. The threshold
method selects all pairs with similarity values exceeding a given threshold value t. The threshold method with
t = 0.8 and displacement (d) = 0.07 is used to select match candidates from a list of pairs.
5. Merging between topic maps
Merging between topic maps describes the process of integrating two topic maps into a new topic map. For
creating an integrated topic map, we remove duplicates and union entities from two source topic maps. We
deﬁne a merge operation for topic maps as the following expression.
Deﬁnition 3. Given a set of topic maps S a merge operation is deﬁned as the following expression:
merge : ðS  SÞ ! S
If two topic maps TMA and TMB are elements of S, merging between them is deﬁned as the following
expression:

J.-M. Kim et al. / Information Processing and Management 43 (2007) 930–945
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MERGEðTM A ; TM B ; TM AB Þ ! TM C () f8c1 2 T c =T c  TM A g [ f8c2 2 T c =T c  TM B g^
f8o1 2 T o =T o  TM A g [ f8o2 2 T o =T o  TM B g^
f8a1 2 T a =T a  TM A g [ f8a2 2 T a =T a  TM B g^
f8r1 2 T r =T r  TM A g [ f8r2 2 T r =T r  TM B g^
f8i1 2 T i =T i  TM A g [ f8i2 2 T i =T i  TM B g^
f8h1 2 Rh =Rh  TM A g [ f8h2 2 Rh =Rh  TM B g^
f8a1 2 Ra =Ra  TM A g [ f8a2 2 T a =T a  TM B g

The merge function, MERGE, takes three input values such as two source topic maps and a mapping
matrix MAB, in which correspondences between two topic maps are stored. Using this mapping information
our merge function integrates corresponding entities from two topic maps into a new merged entity. Then it
adds remain entities of two topic maps, which do not exist in the mapping matrix, to the merged topic map.
Our merge function satisﬁes the following merge requirements to improve the quality of merge result:
Entity preservation. If an entity a, which has a corresponding entity b, is a entity of TMA [ TMB [ MAB, a
new entity c merging a and b must be created in the topic map TMC. If an entity a 0 does not have corresponding entities, i.e. a 0 2 TMA and a 0 2 MAB or a 0 2 TMB and a 0 2 MAB, the entity must be copied in topic map
TMC.
Property preservation. If an entity a has a property p and its corresponding entity b has a property q, a
merged entity c must have a property r, which is union of p and q only if p is corresponding to q. When p
is not similar to q a merged entity c must have all of two properties p and q.
Relationship preservation. Relationships belong to an entity a and its corresponding entity b must be preserved as relationships of a new entity c in the merged topic map TMc. In a topic map TMA, a relationship,
Ra(a1, a2), exists between two entities, a1 and a2. In a topic map TMB, a relationship, Rb(b1, b2), exists between
two entities b1 and b2. A merged entity c1 of a1 and b1 has two relationships Ra(c1, a2) and Rb(c1, b2).
Conﬂict resolution. Conﬂicts are caused by diﬀerent conceptualization of mapping entities in the process of
merging. These conﬂicts are detected and resolved to improve the quality of merged results adequately according to their types.
We deﬁne a taxonomy of merging conﬂicts which categorize conﬂicts with element-level, structure-level,
and temporary-level. The taxonomy of merging conﬂicts is depicted in Fig. 6.
Element-level conﬂicts are caused by diﬀerent deﬁnition of a topic, such as diﬀerent topic name, diﬀerent
number of properties, and diﬀerent speciﬁcation of properties of a topic. Element-level conﬂicts are classiﬁed
into naming conﬂicts and property conﬂicts. Naming conﬂicts are caused when two mapping topics have

Fig. 6. A taxonomy of merge conﬂicts.
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diﬀerent or similar topic names. Property conﬂicts are caused when two mapping topics have same values for
diﬀerent property types or diﬀerent values for same property types.
Structure-level conﬂicts are generated by diﬀerent level of conceptualization of two source topic maps. For
example, TM1 has simple conceptualization in which Philosopher topic is specialized with Kant, Hegel, Mencius, and so on without geographic and periodic classiﬁcation. Whereas TM2 has complex conceptualization in
which Philosopher topic is specialized with Ancient Philosopher, Medieval Philosopher, Modern Philosopher,
and so on by a periodic viewpoint. These TM1 and TM2 have structure-level conﬂicts.
Temporary-level conﬂicts arise when the merged topic map has inconsistency during merging of mapping
topics. The conﬂicts are classiﬁed into reference conﬂicts and undeﬁned-entity conﬂicts. Reference conﬂicts,
caused when a topic has invalid reference, are specialized with dangling reference conﬂicts and duplicated
ID conﬂicts. A dangling reference means that a topic’s reference is invalid because the referenced topic is
removed. Duplicated ID conﬂicts arise when the merged Topic map has topics whose IDs are identical. Undeﬁned identity conﬂicts are produced when a merged topic has one or more undeﬁned properties, undeﬁned
roles, or undeﬁned associations.
6. Experiments
6.1. Experiment setup
We set up three kinds of data groups, which are group A, group B, and group C, for our experiment. Group
A includes Topic Maps which were constructed from philosophy knowledge domain and by same group of
domain experts. Oriental philosophy ontology, modern western philosophy ontology, and contemporary western philosophy ontology are grouped in group A, because these ontologies are philosophy domain’s ontologies and created by the same philosophy experts.
Group B includes Wikipedia philosophy Topic Maps constructed from philosophy-related contents of
Wikipedia. Group C includes Topic Maps constructed from literature knowledge domain. We translate some
of German literature encyclopedia provided by Yahoo Korea portal into Topic Maps. Table 2 shows the characteristics of our experimental data.
6.2. Measurement and experiment results
In this work, we use performance measurement of information retrieval such as precision, recall, and
overall, to measure performance of our ontology matching operations. To evaluate the quality of our
matching operations, we need to know the manually determined match set (M) and the automatically generated
match set (A) which can be obtained by matching the processes. By comparing these match results, we get
Table 2
The statistics of experimental Topic Maps
Ontologies

Max level
# of Topics
# of Topic types
# of Occ. types
# of Ass. types
# of Role types
# of PSIs
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

–
–
–
–
–

Group A

Group B

Group C

T1

T2

T3

T4

T6

11
1826
1379
86
47
22
653

10
983
384
56
40
15
328

9
1266
603
62
43
18
345

9
417
182
13
7
4
0

4
30
3
2
2
2
3

Oriental Philosophy.
Modern Western Philosophy.
Contemporary Western Philosophy.
Wikipedia Philosophy.
Yahoo German Literature.
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true-positive set (I) which includes correctly identiﬁed matches, false–positive set (P-I) includes false matches,
and false–negative set (R- I) which includes missed matches. We can measure match quality of automatic
matching processing by evaluating following expression. Table 3 and Fig. 7 shows the experimental result that
represents high recall and precision.


jIj
jIj
1

recall ¼
overall ¼ recall 2 
precision ¼
jP j
jRj
precision
Pairs of ontologies in group A are matched based on the ontology schema layer because these ontologies
are constructed from the same knowledge domain and a group of experts. These ontologies share a common
schema, known as the philosophy reference ontology, for standardizing and validating them. In the philosophy reference ontology, topic types, occurrence types, association type, and subject identiﬁers are deﬁned and
referenced by component ontologies of the philosophy ontology, i.e. oriental ontology, modem western ontology, contemporary western ontology, and so on. Thus, most matches between ontologies in group A include
topic types, occurrence types, and association types referenced by ontologies. The pair (T2, T3) of group A has
maximal matches because both ontologies are components of the philosophy ontology and have some relationships in terms of philosophers, texts, terms, doctrines, and so on.
In (T1, T4), (T2, T4), and (T3, T4) of group A and B, most of all matched topics result from topic name-based
matching operation because paired Topic Maps have topics describing same philosophers, i.e. Kant, Hume,
and Marx, same texts of philosophy, i.e. Philosophy of Right, Critique of Pure Reason, and Discourse on
the Method, and same terms of philosophy, i.e. reason, free will,ideology, and moral. Thus, these pairs of Topic
Maps have better accuracy than pairs of Topic Maps of group A, because Topic Maps of group A have many
topics whose names are phrases or sentences. But a diﬀerence of measures of two groups is an insigniﬁcant
value because our morphological analysis-based string match evaluates the similarity of phrases or sentences
correctly.

Table 3
Match results of pairs of Topic Maps (t = 0.8 and d = 0.07)
Pairs of ontologies

(T1, T2)

(T1, T3)

(T2, T3)

(T1, T4)

(T2, T4)

(T3, T4)

(T2, T6)

R
P
I
Precision
Recall
Overall

207
222
193
0.87
0.93
0.79

217
224
199
0.89
0.92
0.80

275
284
261
0.92
0.95
0.87

92
96
89
0.93
0.97
0.90

76
78
74
0.95
0.97
0.92

81
85
78
0.92
0.96
0.88

3
7
3
0.42
1
0.38

Fig. 7. Experiment results of pairs of Topic Maps.
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The recall of a pair of modern western philosophy and German literature, (T2, T6), is 1 because the number
of matches between diﬀerent domain’s ontologies are very low and matching operations easily ﬁnd matches
based on topic names, such as Nietzsche, Philosophy of Right, and so on. This pair has poor overall,
0.38, but in contrast to recall, it is not that low accuracy. This means that domain experts must make more
eﬀorts to adopt automatically generated matches than to determine matches in manual. In other words, it
seems useless to match ontologies between diﬀerent knowledge domains.
6.3. Performance evaluation
6.3.1. Comparison of name matching operations
Fig. 8 shows performance evaluation of the string match methods introduced in Section 4. We average precisions, recalls, and overalls of pairs of Topic Maps to represent simpliﬁed comparison of string match operations. The simple token-based string match method has the lowest recall because it can not ﬁnd matches
between phrases or sentences. But it has higher precision than Token + Substring method because
Token + Substring ﬁnds more true-negative matches in comparison between phrases or sentences. Morphological analysis method has the highest precision and recall because it has all beneﬁts of Token and Token + Substring methods.
6.3.2. Comparison of single matching strategies
Fig. 9 shows the result of performance evaluation of the single matching operations. We average precisions,
recalls, and overalls of pairs of Topic Maps to represent simpliﬁed comparison of matching strategies. We
evaluate the quality of four kinds of combinations of matching operations, (1) Name, (2) Name + Property,
(3) Name + Hierarchy, and (4) Composite. Name is the name matching operation and Name + Property is a
combination of the name matching operation and internal structure matching operation. Name + Hierarchy
is a combination of name matching operation and external structure matching operation. Composite is a combination of all matching operations.
Values of Fig. 9 show average precision, recall, and overall of pairs of Topic Maps for each match operations. According to the chart depicted in Fig. 8, we know that four combinations have similar recall values
but higher precision and overall values.
6.3.3. Comparison of topic maps matching performance
We compare our matching method, which is named TM-MAP, with other Topic Maps matching methods,
which are Subject Identity Measure and Topic Maps Reference Model(ISO/IEC JTC1/SC34 2003), to

Fig. 8. Performance evaluation of string matching methods.
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Fig. 9. Performance evaluation of single matching and composite matching.

represent the performance of proposed matching strategies. Fig. 10 shows precisions of matching methods for
each pairs of Topic Maps. Figs. 11 and 12 show recalls and overalls of matching methods each other.
SIM measures the similarity between topics based on their names similarity and occurrence similarity. It
does not consider external structures of Topic Maps, such as hierarchy and association. TMRM maps only
two topics which have the identical names regardless of their occurrences and hierarchies. In Fig. 9, we know

Fig. 10. Precisions of matching methods for each pairs of Topic Maps.

Fig. 11. Recalls of matching methods for each pairs of Topic Maps.
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Fig. 12. Overalls of matching methods for each pairs of Topic Maps.

that TMRM has higher precisions than SIM and TM-MAP because false matches of TMRM are lower than
other methods.
Unlike precisions in Fig. 10, recalls of TMRM are lower than other methods because it matches only topics
having identical names. Our matching method TM-MAP has higher recalls than SIM and TMRM because
TM-MAP generates more true matches than other methods through the processing of composite matching
operations. SM cannot map between topics having phrases or sentences as their names because it performs
a token-based string matching operation only. Thus, SIM has low recalls when it measures the similarity of
Philosophy Topic Maps. Because overall is determined by recall and precision, TM-MAP has higher overalls
than other methods.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a multi-strategic matching approach to determine semantic correspondences
between Topic Maps. Our multi-strategic matching approach takes advantage of the combination of linguistic
module and Topic Maps constraints including name matching, internal structure matching, external structure
matching, and association matching. By doing this, the system achieves higher match accuracy than the one of
a single match technique.
Our approach simpliﬁes the matching computation but still preserves the quality of ontology matching,
because it takes into account the characteristics of Topic Maps which deﬁne formal syntax and constraints
for representing ontologies. Furthermore, unlike the existing approaches, our approach does not require conversion of ontologies into a graph model and full scanning of entities in two ontologies.
The experiment results shows that precision of automatically generated match set is more than 87%, but the
recall of the set is more than 90%. This means that automatically generated match sets include a large portion of
all manually determined matches. Matched topics are merged into a new topic or connected by a semantic relationship to enable ontology-based systems to provide knowledge-related services on multiple Topic Maps. However, merging or alignment of Topic Maps is not easy work although we found matches between Topic Maps.
The MERGE function for merging Topic Maps has been developed, which takes advantage of mapping information and integrates corresponding entities form two Topic Maps into a new merged entity. We are aware that
there are likely to be some hidden complications regarding this approach, but we also believe that well-established matching and merging operations will make Topic Maps easier to use in large- scale applications.
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